
US inflation data this afternoon will be of keen interest to market
participants on all time frames, with a higher than forecasted result
possibly fueling expectations of policy tightening to come down the
line from the Federal Reserve and other global central banks. 
This afternoon's Core PCE (personal consumption expenditures) figure
is expected to come in at a 2.9% jump year-on-year compared to last
month's 1.8% y/y result, and a month-on-month reading of 0.6% for
April versus the previous 0.4%. 
The data point, which is the Fed's preferred measure on inflationary
pressures in the United States, measures the change in the price of
goods and services purchased by consumers, excluding food and
energy, in the previous month (April).
Looking to next week, Monday is set to be quieter with the US and UK
remaining shut for bank holidays, however we will get Chinese
Manufacturing PMI results in the early hours of Monday morning
which may set the tone. The RBA will make their rate decision and
statement on Tuesday morning in Australia, followed by the US' 'ISM
Manufacturing PMI' figure that afternoon. Wednesday will be quieter
with Thursday seeing the release of 'ISM Services PMI' data from the
States, followed on Friday by speeches from both ECB President
Lagarde and Fed Chair Powell, along with the US Non-Farm Payrolls
and monthly unemployment figures.
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28/05/2021 - US PCE Inflation
31/05/2021 - Chinese Manufacturing PMI
01/06/2021 - US ISM Manufacturing PMI
04/06/2021 - US Non-Farm Payrolls
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Key Events to Watch

Equities: Global equity indices traded flat to marginally higher this week as dovish comments
from central bank officials lessened traders' concerns over spikes in inflation readings during
Q2. Global equities have also been supported by the prospect of more liquidity from the US,
after a report said US President Biden will seek $6 trillion in federal spending for 2022, with
Biden expected to release his first full budget later today. The VIX is trading near three-week
lows at $16.72 on Friday morning.
Currencies: FX markets have seen a quiet week, with the main pairs trading flat on Friday
ahead of the US' inflation data to come after lunch. Cable (GBP/USD) flirted with 3-year highs
around 1.42 this week on the back of Dollar weakness while the Euro reached as high as
$1.226 for the first time since early January. 
Safe-havens: Gold has pulled back marginally over the last couple of days after breaching
$1,900 earlier in the week. The metal has gained this month on the back of Fed officials
committing to low interest rates meanwhile inflation is spiking this quarter, driving real yields
lower which has supported gold. Our $2,100 in-house price target for gold is currently under
review, with potential for an upside revision. Treasury yields remain under control, the
benchmark US 10yr yielding 1.61% this morning, German 10yr yielding -0.176% in Europe.
Looking ahead: Investors will turn their attention towards the US' 'Core PCE' inflation
reading, due to come at 1:30pm this afternoon at a month-on-month result of 0.6%.
Otherwise it is set to be a relatively quiet rest of the day. Next week will see a quiet start, with
the US and UK remaining shut for bank holidays on Monday.

Upcoming Economic Data

French GDP

Biden's Budget
US President Joe Biden will later today unveil a budget that would look
to increase federal spending to $6 trillion in 2022, according to a
report from the New York Times last night. This spending would of
course ensure investments in major infrastructure, education, and
healthcare projects across the US, and if it makes it through Congress,
would be the highest level of spending in the country since the second
World War. 
"The president's proposal, you'll see, will have a temporary period of
spending and permanent increases that beyond the budget window
will result in lower deficits and more tax revenue to support those
expenditures" said Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen.

The Eurozone's second largest economy France entered into a
recession during Q1 of this year, it has been confirmed this morning,
with a 0.1% contraction over the period vs Q4 2020 and against
expectations for a positive 0.4% reading. This is France's second
consecutive negative q/q GDP result, after the previous -1.4%.
This release comes after the initial 'Flash GDP' Q1 result from the
region about a month ago and has not impacted French markets as a
result, with France's CAC40 index higher this morning in line with the
rest of the continent.


